Optimization of geometry of the sealing cuff of the piston of volumetric oil and gas hydraulic aggregates
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Abstract. The use of modern sealing elements of volumetric hydroaggregates in the oil and gas industry is hampered by lack of scientifically based constructive decisions. The implementation of this complex and urgent challenge is possible due to optimization of geometry of the elastic seal (cuff) by criterion of uniform distribution of contact tensions on all its length that will promote uniform wear of the seal. It is possible to manage this process change of initial geometry of the cuff.

1 Introduction

Increase the reliability and durability of volumetric hydroaggregates is particularly acute especially now. First of all it concerns the equipment working in the oil and gas industry, where separate components and aggregates are exposed to simultaneous influence of high contact tensions and temperatures, containing aggressive abrasive environments, that substantially reduces a resource and reliability of work not only separate components and aggregates, but also in whole oil-extracting complexes [1,2].

From operating experience of machines and mechanisms it is known that reliability of any technical system directly depends on reliability of separate components and details constituting this system. Due to the above, one of the main directions of development of the domestic industry is to increase the wear resistance and durability of machines and equipment, repeated decrease in repair work is. Particularly relevant this question in oil-extracting and petrochemical industries in relation to the sealing elements and friction pairs of volumetric hydroaggregates[3-6].

In the process of pumping of the oil products, drilling mud containing solid-phase particles there is an abrasive wear of surfaces of friction pairs, which that conducts to a leakage of liquid and reduce a resource of work of the equipment [6-8]. Working capacity, reliability, fire and environmental safety of production objects significantly depends on perfection, reliability and resource of work of heavy-duty friction pairs, and condensed elements of different function. On sea oil and gas complexes, and also on machine-building, chemical, petrochemical, some overworking and other enterprises volumetric hydroaggregates and automated pneumatic test facilities, which basis is constituted by driving pumps of direct reciprocating action gain distribution. Volumetric aggregates with mechanical and pneumatic actuator are effective, first of all, when using in objects with increased fire and environmental danger [9-14].

2 Main part

The weakest spot, of volumetric hydroaggregates, especially in case of 50– 150 MPa, consolidations which often use liquids with limited greasing properties are. For example, drilling of oil and gas wells is impossible without system of circulation of drilling mud and its basis – drilling pumps. Mud pumps – volumetric hydraulic machine – are characterized by high capacity and high hydraulic pressure.

On installations of OAO "Volgograd plant of drilling equipment" capacity of pumps reaches 600 kW, and the pressure – 25 MPa; on OAO "Uralmash" – respectively 950 kW and 40 MPa (unique installations for superdeep drilling are not considered). Cylinder-piston group of pumps works in hard conditions - in the presence of solid particles (abrasive) in drilling fluid, which temperature reaches 100 °C. Such conditions predetermine limited service life of pump seals, which when drilling of deep wells (3000 meters or more) sometimes are constituted by only 40 hours. It forces to contain as a part of the drilling rig at least two pumps (one in a hot allowance). In the same time conditions the equipment for forcing of cementing, clay and other trade and squeezing liquids in oil and gas wells in process of their drilling or repair of UNB-125x63 (analogue of CA-320) works.

Thus, increase of resource of cuff to a resource of other basic elements of system will allow to create reliable and economical hydroaggregate that, finally, will lead to increase in overall performance of all processing equipment in general [15-19]. The solution of this complex problem is possible due to optimize of geometry of an elastic seal (cuff) by criterion of uniform distribution of contact tensions on all its length that will promote uniform wear of the seal [20,21]. It is possible
to manage this process change of initial geometry of the cuff.

The effective analytical method of determination of tension and deformations in a cuff allowing to receive the required solution of a task of optimization for real time was developed for search of the optimal solution. The essence of this method consists in determination of the intense-deformed condition of the cuff and contact tensions in cuff in case of its interaction with the cylinder for the set any initial geometry of the cuff and pressure of working liquid in the cylinder.

For calculation of intense-deformed condition of an elastic seal of the piston working course when on volumetric hydromachine the piston 1 under influence of force F creates working pressure p repumped liquid in the cylinder 4 (Fig. 1). Sealant 2, prevulcanized to the piston, interferes with penetration of working liquid 3 into a gap at the internal surface of the cylinder 4. At the same time sealant is affected by hydrostatic pressure p of liquids and friction forces on the contact surface "sealant – cylinder".

Fig. 1. Working piston stroke: 1 – metal core; 2 – elastic sealant; 3 – working liquid; 4 – cylinder; 5 – modified layer

For creation of preliminary consolidation, a forward part of a sealant (a bell-shaped part) is executed with a diameter big the internal diameter of the cylinder plug. It is necessary to emphasize that the seal material (rubber mixture) is uniform and isotropic in all amount, except area of contact with the cylinder. Here the surface layer 5, for increase in a resource, can be modified – in rather thin surface layer module of elasticity significantly higher than the module of elasticity of the main amount of material of the cuff [22-26].

We consider that for the solution of an objective there is possible an application of a mathematical apparatus and methods of the linear theory of elasticity. It follows from the fact that, first, the sealant is in tension (Fig. 1), axisymmetric concerning an axis z, and tensions and deformations changes only along two coordinate axes z and r, and secondly, deformations of sealant are small (ε<10%) owing to what communication between tensions and deformations can be described by a linear dependence (Hooke's law).

During the carried-out calculation, the intense-deformed condition of a cuff and contact tension "cuff–cylinder" for the set any initial geometry of a cuff and working pressure of liquid is determined that forms the basis of the solution of a task of optimization of geometry of a sealant.

In Fig.2 system of geometry of the cuff and loading for working piston stroke in system of coordinates z-r is shown, and in Fig. 3 settlement scheme of geometry of the cuff in not deformed condition is shown.

Fig. 2. Cuff geometry for the working course

For definition of the intense-deformed condition of a sealing cuff the known method of function of tension and designations, standard for the theory of elasticity, and the rule of signs for tension and movements is used. However, for the solution of a task the function of tension has been entered. Let's note that boundary conditions on each contour are met approximately: their exact compliance is carried out only in separate points of a contour which number can be any. At the same time increase in these points leads to increase accuracy of solution of a task (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Initial geometry of the cuff in a free state

The received decision precisely satisfies to all equations of the theory of elasticity at the confidant, as much as exact, performance of boundary conditions, and comes down to the solution of system of the linear algebraic equations. The order of system of equations is equal to the doubled number of points of contour for satisfaction to boundary conditions.

Contact tangent tension is provided by power series through unknown coefficients which are defined from balance conditions.

Function of purpose defines compliance of the decision top optimum and is accepted in the form of weighted combination of the decisions determining the sum of squares of deviations of contact tensions from an
average at various stages of attrition of the surface. At the same time function of purpose gives chance to define an optimal configuration of the cuff for the most uniform distribution of contact tensions in work process and deleting of material.

In Fig. 4 initial optimal configuration of the cuff (curve 3 – in full-scale, curve 2 – in increased scale) and the corresponding distribution of contact tensions (curve 1) without cuff material attrition in work process is shown.

![Fig. 4. Optimal configuration of cuff without considering erasure: 1 – distribution of contact tensions; 2 – optimal geometry of cuff in increased scale; 3 - optimal geometry of cuff in full-scale.]

In Fig. 5 initial optimal configuration of the cuff for receiving the maximum possible uniform distribution of contact tensions in work process at her deleting on depth of 0,5 mm (curve 3 – in full-scale, curve 4 – in increased scale) and the corresponding distribution of contact tensions (curve 1 - beginning of work, curve 2 – erased surface).

![Fig. 5. Optimal configuration of cuff subject to erasure: 1 – distribution of contact tensions at beginning of work; 2 – distribution of contact tensions after attrition; 3 – optimal geometry of cuff in full-scale; 4 - optimal geometry of cuff in increased scale.]

3 Conclusions

Thus, it is possible to manage process of wear of an elastic sealant by change of its initial geometry. Calculation of initial optimum, from the point of view of uniform wear, surface geometry of seal can be performed using a mathematical apparatus and methods of linear theory of elasticity. [27, 28].

Modification of sealants more than by 5,6 times raises a resource of pistons of mud pumps, and universal consolidations increase efficiency of hydropneumatic devices of reciprocating action with high and ultrahigh pressure, including several times a resource of pistons of mud pumps (when testing on the stand) [29,30]. Reliability of elaborated provisions, conclusions and recommendations is confirmed with practice of designing, the solution of analytical tasks on the computer, testing at stands with imitation of severe conditions of operation, production and approbation of samples as a part of the installations working in actual practice.
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